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I would sooner fuck a dog than let your
bigoted bullshit go unpunished. ·

Your parents told you from
the beginning,
"Ignore them and they'll go
away."
Somehow insinuating that it ' s
your fault you're getting
hassled. Your fault the y pick
on you.
Drawing their fire. Making
yourself an easy mark.
And when you get older:
"If queers just kept quiet
about it , they wouldn ' t get
messed with." ·
Shut up, ya pervert. It's
yer fault people hate you.
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And we know that reasoning
is full of shit.
We know that when you ignore
bullies they just sneak up
behind you and spit down yer
shirt.
We know that when you ignore
bigots at shows, in the streets,
in schools, in our homes, they
just get stronger in their
ignorance.
Our nonreaction simply reinforces
the stereotype of queers as
sissies, as weak, as an
easy fuckin target.
Well screw that.
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I'm not saying kill the next nazi skin you see (although I wouldn ' t
turn you in). But I -want people to k~ow that if you call a skinny
little boy a faggot or a round littl~ girl a slut, you ' re- gonna get
a boot to the knee or a fist to the nose.
I

We have to fight back because peaceful resistance doesn ' t work against
individual attacks. Who am I gonna boycott to keep from getting
harrassed at the grocery store? Who do I protest when my friend gets
beat up a a show?
I tell you what I ' m gonna do . I ' m gonna travel in a pack and wear
steel- toed boots . I ' m gonna c arry a penny roll in my pocket . I ' m gonna
have a baseball bat in my car and a friend by my side when I go out .
I ' m gonna take the knowledge that I wil l get hit back and use it to
make myself stronger. I ' m gonna think of all the girls and boys who
are too small to fight back and I ' m gonna get one lick in for them ,
too .
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If I fight back once, that's
a failed attempt.
If two of us fight back when
we can, that's a token
gesture.
If queer punks all over this
globe fight back whenever
someone grabs a girl's ass,
yells a bigoted epithet, or
simply wears a fucked-up,
homophobic/sexist/hateist
t-shirt, that's a revolution.
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Just once, I would love to
hear someone say,
"I'm scared of those queer
kids - they'll beat the crap
out of you if you fuck with
them."

Man, if I heard that, I would
laugh for days.
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Cut them from·

the · pack. i~·

Don't be afraid to do what
you have to.
Str ike fast , strike hard,
strike where it hurts .
Your parents were wrong ignore them long enough and
they'll get us all.
Instant physical retribution
for any attack . Queer punks
fight back.
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